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DealDash Announces Over Two Million Registrations

DealDash, an online auction website, recently announced that they now have more than two
million registered users. As the most trusted pay-to-play auction site on the Internet, DealDash
has become one of the leading resources of online auctions.

NEW YORK, NY (PRWEB) October 10, 2013 -- DealDash, a leader in the online auction industry, is based in
Manhattan, New York. Their pay-to-play company recently announced that the user base for their online
auction website has surpassed two million registrations. DealDash has been offering their users a fair and
honest alternative to other online pay-to-play websites since it was founded in 2009.

DealDash is centered around the idea of providing its two million registered users with the chance to experience
the excitement of bidding online, but also the opportunity to purchase items at a low cost in the event that they
do not win. The team at DealDash understands that bidding is supposed to be fun without having to lose money,
and this core idea is what sets DealDash apart from other online auction or pay-to-play websites.

Since DealDash features a “Buy it Now” option, DealDash's two million plus users are treated to a risk-free
bidding experience. This “Buy it now” option allows users to buy an item featured in an auction at its regular
price and receive back all of the bids they used bidding in the auction for free. These bids can then be used in
other DealDash auctions.

“We are honored to have over two million users registered with our website,” says William Wolfram, chairman
and CEO of DealDash. “I lost over fifty dollars in a single auction the first time I tried an online penny auction.
I felt robbed, and that's when I started thinking about creating DealDash. I didn't think users should feel robbed
after bidding online: my team and I wanted to create something different, so we focused on making a fair and
honest online auction experience. We wanted our users to have the option to get the item at a great price, and to
get all of their bids refunded to them for free in case they didn't win. Our 'Buy it now' option gives these great
benefits to users, and it makes our auctions an excellent way for consumers to save money.”

About DealDash:

DealDash provides its two million plus users with a plethora of bidding options, making it a risk-free pay-to-
play online auction website. To contact DealDash, you can email their customer support team by visiting their
customer support page. You can also visit their official website at http://www.dealdash.com/
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Contact Information
DealDash Support
DealDash
http://www.dealdash.com/
+1 888-932-4629 117

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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